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About This Game
Enter the world of Narborion Saga: an epic, high fantasy, role-playing game. A mixture of game-book, tactical combat,
rogue-like dungeoneering, minigames, and much more ̶ Narborion Saga will satisfy the fans of narrative, story-driven
RPGs.
Begin your career as a humble page and complete the first three missions to achieve knighthood.
First, you must find and rebuild the chapel of a long-forgotten Goddess, but also confront the Master Vampire, Lord Malbor, an
agent of the God of Death and Magic. Your path is not an easy one. Dark forests and dangerous swamps lie in your path, full of
undead and other nameless horrors. You will encounter allies and enemies alike, so choose your steps wisely!
Your second quest is to find the God of Orcs and uncover a secret conspiracy. Something is happening up North, on the snowcovered plains of Yria. The goblinoid races are assembling to form a massive army– lead by their God. Are you up to the task of
discovering what's really happening? You must stop these evil forces in order to save your country, and beyond this, break one
more of chains to help free the Goddess.
The third mission is your most dangerous so far. After receiving a set of strange rune-sticks, you must journey to the Coastless
Lake. Here, you must explore swamp villages, abandoned islands, and hidden forests to find the enchanted weapon,
Wyrmslayer. Only this will enable you to defeat the terrible dragon Xaraxorn, Death on Wings.
In addition to the rich story, Narborion Saga is filled with random encounters, dungeons, and loot – beyond your hero’s
journey through the narrative, there is plenty more to discover!
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When you feel strong enough, you can try your skill in the Arena, battling monsters from across the realm. And then face the
most difficult challenge – pit your character against fellow players in a PvP duel!
Whether you favor ax, bow, or rapier, whether you most enjoy a rich storyline, leveling-up your character, or becoming the
most renowned warrior on the server, Narborion Saga offers something to please every RPG fan. Download it today and begin
your saga!
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Title: Narborion Saga
Genre: Adventure, RPG, Strategy
Developer:
Liber Primus Games
Publisher:
Liber Primus Games
Release Date: 20 Mar, 2017
b4d347fde0
Minimum:
Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system
OS: Windows 10, Windows 8
Memory: 8 GB RAM
Graphics: Intel HD Graphics 4000
Network: Broadband Internet connection
Storage: 400 MB available space

English
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I love the game so far. Nice story, there is a feeling of exploration, good RPG system, nice writing, turn based combat. Of
course, the game is all about indie, kinda reminds me Knights of the Chalice, but I love such games.. Alt+F4 resulting bugs,
trash development from "Im not a player but I can assemble pictures for you", lacking features, sucking HUD. Also theres a way
to have pretty broken character since the beggining (18-18-18-16 stats and +18 skill points). What a
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing pain this game was to play it.. The game is buggy, though admittedly the devs are pretty good
about fixing them as they show up. The writing is beautiful; music is repetitive. At the end of the day, I found the game too
frustrating, I wish I could get my money back. I'm sure there are plenty of people that will like this game; it's not an objectively
bad game. I just see it only appealing to a very niche crowd.. Will update the review as I play, liking it as a true RPG-experience
so far.. The game of TINGS
that's all you're going to hear , ting ting ting, as you miss over and over, rarely do i feel this ripped off
extremely slow, irritating and boring. I mean, this is a great game and fun to play. But the random high level mobs who oneshot
you are a bit too much. I think it needs a bit more userfriendly explanations to some things and features in the game.
There are some glitches with the text, where it doesn't show you the correct form\/lenght of starting a new episode. It just cuts
the text in half.
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